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Biography
I’ve been fortunate to work across some pretty
cool performance domains for 25 years, from
international football (within the very top
professional football clubs) to multiple Olympic
sports, as well as spending time in high
performing environments such as Google, the Red
Arrows, Linklaters, Red Bull and with Les
Miserables! 

All have been focused on human performance
and helping people to become the very best they
can within their respective organisations, it’s just
the context that changes.

This has included supporting many high
performing individuals in multiple domains, from
grassroots to the Boardroom, and running
everything from small scale events to presenting
and hosting national conferences.

I’m a strong believer in supporting people to
become adaptable, thoughtful and curious
individuals, whether they are in the sports field or
business world. I enjoy asking the challenging
questions, helping people see new things and
make creative connections to allow them to
thrive in a healthier and happier way.

Qualifications

Clients
The FA
Fulham FC
UK Coaching 
Brighton and Hove Albion FC

Colleague View

“Nick is one of the most curious and creative
people I know! He is passionate about working
with and supporting people to grow and
develop and leads with developing connections
and understanding those he works with. His
commitment to his own personal development
is admirable; always wanting to challenge
himself and gain an understanding of other
areas of interest, possibly none bigger than
coaching his sons football team!”

Client View

“Nick delivered our kick-off keynote
presentation for our business in a way that kept
a very diverse group of staff engaged in a
humorous manner whilst providing really
interesting thoughts about what high
performing individuals and teams might be. He
followed this up with a bespoke session for our
professional services team and facilitated a
great session with actionable outcomes. Would
thoroughly recommend Nick!”

UK Sport/Sport England
CACI
Hydro Energy
Ontario Soccer 

Watch Nick’s
YouTube Video

https://youtu.be/pAWLffIZHng
https://youtu.be/pAWLffIZHng

